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Shifting business toward this new paradigm is an
Meaningful value at all levels strengthens
full m2employee
business model framework
innovation frontier. The possibilities are exhilarating but
engagement, increasing worker effectiveness and elimisometimes daunting. Even targeted initiatives require connating crippling demoralization. Gallup polling shows that
sideration across the whole business system, not just the
the market valuations of organizations with higher rates
functional area they originate from, and no one individual
of engaged workers are 3.9 times that of their competican enact such a transition.
tors. According to Gallup, employee engagement affects
What are the steps involved in helping a business
the bottom line, specifically increasing productivity and
create more meaningful value? A future state must be
decreasing safety incidents and absenteeism.
envisioned where each part of the business is optimized to
In parallel with the new offer, this shift in leadership
generate meaningful value. A plan is evaluated, developed,
and management approaches underscores the power
backcasted into phased plans and then implemented with
of meaningful value as the new key value driver and
an openness to emerging trends and information. Sound
competitive differentiator in business. People are seeklike facilitated design thinking?
ing work that aligns with their personal values or connects
Initiating a meaningful mindset begins by asking the
them to communities and causes they care about, and
question, How can we optimize what we do to be as
organizations are rising to the call.
meaningful as possible to stakeholders, their communities
and the environment? Action begins when the expert areas
The Emerging Model
understand what’s meaningful for them, then explore what
Together, the new offer and the new ecosystem create an
is meaningful to their customers. An intimate understanding
approach to business with meaningful value at its core.
of each customer’s perspective and values is essential. It’s
This innovation provides meaningful value for customers,
not enough to understand the customer on an intellectual
employees, partners and investors alike. Free and open
or theoretical level; to discover what is meaningful to that
exchange of ideas, mutually beneficial relationships with
customer requires empathy (see Patniak and Mortensen’s
stakeholders, and living in balance with community, society
Wired to Care).
and earth round out the fully realized business of the future.
Organizations are no more static than human beings.
Sound too crunchy? It’s not. Meaningful value isn’t
We all evolve. And, as we do, we crave higher levels of
just a feel good proposition, it’s good business. Offers that
meaning. From the things we buy—to our days at work—to
satisfy consumer demand (and then some), a happy and
our connection to the world, business now needs to center
motivated workforce, and strong public stewardship creon engagement, interaction and meaningful value. What
ate maximum efficiency and productivity. Meaningful value
could be cooler than that? n
meets the bottom line. It’s not just altruistic—it also sells.
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Nathan Shedroff is the chair of the MBA in design strategy at the California College
of the Arts in San Francisco. This program prepares the next generation of innovation leaders for a world that is profitable, sustainable, ethical and truly meaningful.
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Design, Business & Sustainability

An Opportunity for
Shared Strategy

W

e’ve reached a remarkable point in time. Not only is design thinking all the discussion within
forward-looking business circles, and not only is sustainability being actively explored and
enacted throughout the business and design worlds, but new approaches to leadership, man-

agement and organizational design are also gaining ground. These trends, when examined apart, are interesting and point toward better prospects for organizations and the economy. However, when viewed together, an
important overlap emerges that speaks to even greater opportunity.

Where We Are
The extraordinary popularity of design thinking in business
culture points to a renaissance for design and designers. It
wasn’t always this way, however. Only a few decades ago,
design was still taught as a fairly egotistical endeavor in
which the lone designer played the hero whose job was to
remake the world, guided by his imagination. It is not much
different than how the design and other media describe
“starchitects” and, unwittingly, imply that the design process
is a (mostly) one-way perspective from a lone expert directing nearly all aspects of a new building or product. Notice
that this isn’t so different from how the business press
describes successful business leaders.
Instead, the teaching of design has caught-up with the
reality of the practice. For all but the most simple products,
design necessarily involves a team of people collaborating
in order to serve a variety of stakeholders. From this reality
has emerged new practices and tools now characterized
as design thinking. In just a few years, these methods have
been nearly standardized within the design community.
The differences in process between designers or design
firms, now, are mostly minimal. All describe some variation of research context and customer, develop concepts,
reframe, prototype, text and iterate. For sure, there are dif-

ferences in approach and vocabulary, but these are, mostly,
complementary and inclusive of a larger scope, rather than
divergent or contradictory.
If design thinking contrasts to integrative, adductive and
deductive thinking in that it is the process of developing new
models that can explain and apply to current situations, how
design thinking is put into practice can be said to involve the
following principles: customer/user-centered research (also
known as design research), qualitative and ethnographic
research techniques, focus on the wider customer experience and not merely the product/object, and prototyping
and iteration.
Similarly, the rise in both the interest and practice
of sustainability within the design and wider business
worlds has been unprecedented and has paralleled that
of design thinking (within a nearly identical time period).
Without getting into a lengthy definition of what sustainability
is and isn’t, it should suffice to describe it as the practice of
meeting the needs of the present without endangering the
ability of people to meet their needs in the future. In addition, it’s important to note that sustainability isn’t limited to
ecological impacts but must also include social, cultural and
financial impacts as well. For businesses to be successful,
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in fact, impacts across all four of these domains must be
addressed and balanced. For example, it’s not enough for
a product to be manufactured and distributed with materials and in a way that is better for the environment if it is
produced with child or slave labor.
The most important principle that governs sustainable
design and development is systems thinking. Like design
thinking, this isn’t a difficult concept in theory but, in practice,
it can be complex—particularly for those new to it. Systems
thinking is merely the consideration of the impacts of a
product, service, policy or behavior across the many ways
it touches other points within the system it operates. The
components of systems thinking include parts and wholes
(relationships), stocks and flows (how materials move within
the system), centralization and decentralization (and the
strengths of each), competition and cooperation (and the
need for both), and diversity (which creates resilience).
In addition to these aspects of systems thinking, other
principles widely cited within the sustainability field include
multistakeholder engagement, multidisciplinary teams and
service/value-orientation (providing value through services
rather than merely products). Lastly, the sustainability world
is quickly valuing the principle of customer-centric development as well as design-led innovation approaches.
These already highlight some important similarities. In
fact, this is where we can see the first hints of alignment.
Both worlds have complementary principles: user-centric
development relates well to stakeholder engagement (users
being a key stakeholder). Multidisciplinary teams are common in both domains. Systems thinking relates to qualitative as well as quantitative research.
Like in the design world, there are a few common
frameworks or models for sustainability. These are mostly
complementary instead of competitive and all are incomplete: natural capitalism, Cradle to Cradle, The Natural Step
and The Living Principles. It’s not necessary to use any of
these to practice sustainable design or development, and
each has its own limitations. Taken together, they form a
more complete union of ideas, approaches and impacts.
The sustainability world has many tools available. Many
are still being defined and refined, and some are industry- or
geography-specific. As with design tools, some are more
useful in specific parts of the development process than others. There are several specific strategies available to developers to create more sustainable solutions. This model
(principles, frameworks, tools and strategies) then creates a clearer view of how sustainability is practiced
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today. It also makes it easier to compare to the current state
of design practice and, similarly, that of business practice.
The business world is under tremendous change, as
well. New approaches and principles are replacing traditional approaches, making business more collaborative
(both inside and outside the organization), more customeroriented and more service and experience-focused. Some
of these changes are the result of heightened competition
while others are the result of changes in business cultures
that reflect the desires and culture of younger employees.
Systems Strategy Model
The changes in markets, industries, technologies and society are influencing change across design, business, sustainability and other paradigms, causing the same principles
to be adopted into each. Together, they make possible a
model that opens a more complete and integrated strategic
understanding which, in turn, creates the opportunity for a
shared, multiparadigm conversation that has never before
been possible. With only slight adjustments in vocabulary,
business, design and sustainability leaders are moving
beyond merely finding common ground but are working
together with unprecedented alignment of purpose and
objectives. This, too, is happening within companies as
corporate strategy is created with an understanding of how
all of these parts influence the organization as a whole.
Take, for example, the now ubiquitous poster-child for
design and business—Apple. Within the company, sustainability is an imperative from the top that sits besides the
imperatives of great design and superior business performance. Apple is one of the few companies that is not only
successful in forming and delivering strategy in each of these
areas but has found ways in which these aren’t in conflict.
Apple’s strategy for sustainability is mostly focused on
design for use (solutions that work for people don’t need
to be replaced as often), dematerialization (the reduction
of material and energy in the manufacturing process where
the bulk of ecological impacts occur for consumer electronics), and material substitution. By no means are these the
only approach to more sustainable performance, but they
are informed priorities. Apple’s choices to radically dematerialize almost every product it makes, in combination with
its decision to substitute aluminum for enclosures over the
more common plastic, inform the entire design language
of the company’s products. Apple’s minimalist design
language supports the company’s sustainability strategy
and would be entirely different if it was based on different

materials and a different sustainability strategy (or none at
all). The two would not be as successful on their own.
Despite aluminum’s higher embodied energy, it is
much more easily recycled, locally even, than the plastic used in most computers and consumer electronics.
Aluminum also has better strength than plastic so lighter,
thinner enclosures can be used for mobile and other
devices (it’s worth noting that all devices are mobile through
the distribution network so weight savings matter regardless). For a long time, Apple’s strategy was to rely on local
recycling rather than build its own take-back infrastructure
for end-of-life returns. This has changed, somewhat, with
the creation and expansion of the Apple stores, since they
provide a potential point of return for take-back programs,
and, indeed, Apple does take-back all of its own equipment
and some other manufacturers’ mobile phones.
This is where innovations in Apple’s business strategy
coincide with innovation in every other aspect of its busi-

ness, as well as its commitment to, and interest in, design.
In fact, it is this commitment that enables products to be
realized across all of these strategic goals.
Compare this to HP’s sustainability strategy (based
almost entirely on take-back programs and materials with
low embodied energy). Apple’s strategy is neither better
nor worse than HP’s. They are both appropriate, though
different, approaches. The two together, however, indicate
a corporate-level commitment to sustainability and design
that isn’t evident in most of their competitors. There is little
evidence in competing products of a shared conversation
between the design, business and sustainability strategies.
Large companies aren’t the only ones benefiting from
or exploring the overlap of strategic initiatives. Small companies like Lulan, a textile producer in Southeast Asia and
India, are also innovating across the spectrum of business,
design and sustainability because of their understanding of
and commitment to all three, not despite it. Lulan’s business
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model combines respect for centuries-old
experience with dying and weaving in
indigenous cultures with an understanding of modern markets, both global and
local. Lulan recruits, trains and supports
artisans to do what they already know
how to do, weave textiles, while teaching
them business and management skills,
and helping them understand the tastes
in global markets that may not follow what
they understand from experience in their
local markets.
Lulan helps these artisans reach new markets without
sacrificing the cultures already established, their rich experience nor their social communities. Lulan’s strategy even goes
beyond this, having proven its model in many communities
in Asia, and is helping NGOs in Africa and South America
duplicate this approach and customize it to other cultures
and societies. Lulan, therefore, has created a culturally,
socially, ecologically and financially sustainable model that is
replicable because its founder and partners understand that
strategies in one of these domains serve as the opportunity
for success in the others. In addition, the idea for Lulan came
from a desire to provide an economic (read: market) alternative to exploitation, slavery and prostitution in many of these
places. Rather than start yet another NGO to combat human
trafficking, Lulan has created a for-profit company (and
model for others) by integrating strategies across the diverse
spectra of design, business, sustainability, NGO, and government impacts and issues. In the process, Lulan has slowed
the rate of degradation in the social fabric of these communities and has had an effect on human trafficking in the region.
This would not have been possible without an understanding
of strategies in all of these domains and without the principles
being aligned across them all.
Exploring and Inventing New Tools
By no means is the model complete. However, the basic
premise has been sound, so far, and is the basis for how
we teach skills, tools and perspectives in our business
programs at the California College of the Arts: the groundbreaking MBA in design strategy as well as our executive
program, the Leading by Design Fellows Program.
While most of this material seems fairly theoretical,
it has immediately practical application. At each level
of the systems strategy model, organizations and individual designers and other businesspeople can both
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learn and engage. For example, knowing
that the principles are converging (but not
yet the language), we should be searching out how to translate the concepts in
design language (such as “user or design
research”) into the language of our peers
(such as “customer-centric” for businesspeople) and introduce and explain how
it connects to their principles and values
even when it’s not yet familiar to them. (In
the case of sustainability professionals, the
idea of “customer-centric value“ may not
be discussed regularly, but it’s very much compatible with the
approach many sustainability experts take).
At the level of frameworks, we all need to become
familiar with the models our peers use. This is how they think
about challenges (and think their world works). While we
have our personal preferences, there is always more than
one approach and understanding our peers’ paradigms
helps us to be more successful. One of the reasons we
created the MBA in design strategy program at CCA was
to help frustrated designers achieve the influence among
their non-design peers they think they deserve by teaching
them to speak the language and models of their non-design
peers. When we familiarize ourselves with these other models, we become more effective champions for design—and
we often see the world in ways that benefit our own work.
While the tools and strategies can diverge considerably from domain to domain, they often serve when no
others tools yet exist. For example, the Sustainability Helix
tool applies as much to organizational development or the
design of human systems as it does to sustainability. It’s
a model for change within a group that is useful wherever
group interaction is the focus. The structure of other tools,
in a new context with modified details, may solve other challenges and become a new tool in the process.
We can step back from any point in the systems strategy model to find a path toward another point, a bit like a
board game. Finding a path through the model uncovers a
path through the system, one that will likely involve peers
from a domain outside of design.
As designers, we’re not afraid to take a hammer and
find a new use for it. What helps us most is to have the permission to do so and a mental model that expands the possibilities. Consider the systems strategy model the mental
model to help you see more possibilities. And, I give you the
permission to pound away in ways no one expects. n

Steve Sato is the Founder of Sato+Partners, a management consulting and organization development firm that builds experience, innovation and design excellence through project-based learning and organization growth. n Sam Lucente brings proven
world-class design approaches to bear on complex problems for society, organizations and the design profession at large. As
former VP of design at Hewlett Packard, he now consults for the company. n Deborah Mrazek, design practice manager, corporate marketing at HP, is responsible for building the HP-wide design practice to be a more competitive, reliable strategic tool.

Toward a More Valued Design Profession

Reframing & Repositioning
Our Role in Business

T

hese days we have to be careful what we wish for when it comes to design and business. For
many higher-level designers, the days of shaping singular objectified creations have given way
to the crafting of complex experiences tangled up in those entities we call organizations. “Design

and business” yields about 500–700 million results on popular search engines. No doubt it is a hot topic, and
when it comes to delivering business results through design, the expectations of management are higher
than ever before.
Executives seeking:
• Consistent, reliable results
• Substantiated in objective data
• Confirmed with subjective data

Yet, while most businesses served by
designers are aware of design and
some agree that design is valuable, Gain Commitment
“Let’s do it!”
only a few actually commit to designbased approaches. How we, as the
collective design profession, lead this
SelfFunded
design and business movement will
Demo
SelfProject 2
redefine every aspect of our vocation
Funded
Agreement
Demo
for years to come. Will design thrive Gain
“Agreed, but not
Project 1
Workshop
on its own, merge with branding, or be now, because...”
assimilated by marketing or R&D?
Like any new way of doing things,
Presentation
Gain Awareness
the natural progression in adopting a “I get it!”
design-based approach moves from
awareness to agreement before reachYear 1
Year 2
Potential Executive
ing commitment. The effort to move
Sponsor is Transferred
stakeholders from agreement to commitment requires a significantly greater
The common approach taken to formalize a broader role for design is slow; it lacks
enough organizational momentum to reliably succeed.
effort than to move them from awareness to agreement. Why? Because
the stakeholders must make trade-off decisions to commit
Experience tells us that the most common tactic used,
time, attention, money and resources to the new approach
namely funding demo or design-concept projects, rarely
to the detriment of current commitments and plans. Each
creates enough organizational momentum for design to be
stakeholder needs to see clearly “What’s in it for me?” In
accepted in a new role. While great at increasing the level
contrast, no-trade-off decisions are needed to agree to a
of agreement, this tactic to showcase design is not sufdesign-based approach, or even to agree that something is
ficient enough to build organizational momentum to effect
a good idea. Talk is cheap.
lasting change.
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